
LONDON. The celebrities
arrived in Regent’s Park in
force yesterday for the
professional preview and
private view of Frieze.
Hollywood A-listers Rob Lowe
and Gwyneth Paltrow,
supermodels Claudia Schiffer
and Elle Macpherson, and the
pop star George Michael were
among those seen darting
through the stands.

Speaking to The Art
Newspaper Gwyneth Paltrow
said that there “was just too
much to absorb” and that she
would definitely return “for
another look” possibly to
indulge her taste for
photographers Taryn Simon
(Gagosian) and David
Armstrong (Matthew Marks).

Rob Lowe was visibly
bowled over by a gargantuan
photograph of Margaret
Thatcher by Paul Graham
entitled 8 April 2002 (right) on
offer for £20,000 at Anthony
Reynolds’s stand. “I love it” he
said before dashing off to
appear in A few good men at
the Haymarket Theatre.

Later George Michael came
by and stopped before the

was also buying at Frieze
yesterday. According to Gerd
Harry Lybke of Eigen & Art
(Leipzig/Berlin), he
purchased a large silkscreen
with videotape by Carsten
Nicolai for €28,000. “This is
the first work Saatchi has
bought from me,” says Lybke
“but he’ll definitely buy more.”

Other sales reported 
last night included Mark
Wallinger’s massive
unicorn(FC) print, Ghost,
which sold for £95,000 to a
private collector. Lehmann
Maupin Gallery sold several
Tony Oursler works including
Purple void priced between
$20,000-$30,000. At Tanya
Bonakdar’s booth. a new
glass and metal construction
by Olafur Eliasson, Yellow
Double Kaleidscope, sold for
€75,000 to the first collector
who saw it.

Thilo Wermke, co-owner of
Berlin’s Galerie Neu, reported
excellent business on the first
day: “All the good collectors
came by,” he said. A massive
Andreas Slominski piece on
his stand sold for
€34,000 and Wermke 

Iron Lady only to be told she
was already spoken for.

Claudia Schiffer told The
Art Newspaper that the work
that appealed to her the most
was the cibachrome print
Stationnaire II by Jean-Marc
Bustamante on Timothy
Taylor’s stand. “Claudia has a
great eye,” said Lady Helen
Taylor, wife of Timothy.

While the presence of so
many celebrities turned the
private view into a seriously
glamorous occasion, the sight
of so many major collectors
also making their way through
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the stands proves that Frieze,
only in its third edition, has
already established itself as
an unmissable event on the
international art world circuit.

French luxury goods
magnate and billionaire,
François Pinault told The Art
Newspaper that his favourite
work was a painting by the
New-York based artist Rudolf
Stingel Untitled—after Sam
(Matthew Marks). The gallery
later confirmed that Mr
Pinault had purchased the
work but would not disclose a
price. It may go on view at the
Palazzo Grassi in Venice,
recently bought by Mr Pinault
to house his contemporary 
art collection. He told The Art
Newspaper the gallery is 
on schedule to open in 
Spring 2006.

Mr Pinault was later 
seen at the Thomas Dane
stand discussing the possible
purchase of a 1966 Bridget
Riley work. According to the
gallery, Mr Pinault is
extremely interested in the
work but the deal “has not 
yet been finalised.”

Collector Charles Saatchi The Iron Lady stoops to conquer

Celebrities and connoisseurs out in force 
First night report on Frieze 

Pigeons flock to Marc Quinn’s Alison Lapper
in Trafalgar Square The statue’s marble 
reminds them of their ancestral roosts

Christie’s banks on China
Auction house teams up with
Bejing partner

LONDON. Marc Quinn’s statue
of Alison Lapper in Trafalgar
Square is attracting hundreds
of pigeons a day to the fury of
London Mayor Ken Livingstone.
When he took office in 2001 he
immediately stated his aim of
ridding the public space of “its
flying pests”.

A bird expert from Van
Vynck Avian Solutions, a
company hired by Mayor
Livingstone to patrol Trafalgar
Square with falcons to deter
the birds from roosting, told
The Art Newspaper that feral
pigeons are the direct
descendants of Rock Doves
that roost in coastal cliffs and

therefore love natural stone;
Alison Lapper is carved from
Carrara marble which may
remind the birds of their
ancestral roosts.

Pigeon droppings are
corrosive to marble and could
provide nutrients for tiny
plants to take root and force
their way into a hairline crack
in the stone. Quinn has
anticipated this threat,
however, and coated Alison
Lapper in several layers of
protective wax to prevent the
guano from seeping in. The
sculpture may well require
cleaning before its plinth stint
is over. Emma Beatty

the ground in China, to get
around legal issues for foreign
auction houses.” Long-term,
Sigg predicts, the auction
house will try to move its
Hong Kong contemporary
sales to Beijing. “The
audience for contemporary is
much larger on the mainland,”
he says. “But right now,
they’re just trying to lure
people in with traditional
paintings.” Christie’s
spokeswoman Andrée
Corroon confirmed that such
a move is “absolutely possible
because there’s the same
appetite for contemporary art
in China as in America and
Europe.”
Marc Spiegler

LONDON. Yesterday Christie’s
announced a licensing
agreement with Forever
auction house, based in
Beijing, allowing the Chinese
firm use of the Christie’s
name for sales. The first
auction, which is predicted to
make over $10 million, is in
two weeks and will consist
mostly of traditional inkwash
paintings.

Speaking to The Art
Newspaper, the Swiss
collector Uli Sigg, formerly
ambassador to China and
currently the owner of the
largest Chinese contemporary-
art collection in the world
said, “This is an effort by
Christie’s to put their feet on
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Rob Lowe at Frieze with friends

“Establishment
is the new
underground”
Grayson Perry
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EXCITING NEW POSITION AT 
FRITH STREET GALLERY

One of London’s most significant contemporary art galleries is
seeking a candidate to join an expanding team. 
If you would like to work with an exceptional list of international
artists and you have an extensive knowledge of contemporary art
coupled with at least three years sales experience we would like to
hear from you. 

Please send your CV together with a covering letter to: 
Jane Hamlyn 
Frith Street Gallery, London 
59-60 Frith Street, London W1D 3JJ info@frithstreetgallery.com

Closing date for applications Friday 4th November 2005 

First night report on Frieze (continued)
had so many follow-up

offers that he started sending
collectors to Sadie Coles and
Galerie Jablonka to check out
their Slominskis. But the big
sales for Neu came off
transparencies of
installations: a Manfred
Pernice at €50,000 and one
from Slominski at €85,000,
both bought by European
museums.

Changing tastes
At the time of going to press,
The Art Newspaper had
interviewed a number of
dealers and collectors in an
attempt to establish market
developments.

The London private dealer
Nicolai Frahm said: “There’s
much less photography, which
continues the trend we’d seen
in recent fairs. But there’s
more sculpture and
installation. And, of course,
lots of painting.”

Still the reigning Ms Turner
Prize, Grayson Perry pointed
to this year’s widely noted

craft explosion, saying, “It’s a
hippy festival in here, but it’s
much more Christie’s than
crusty—there’s no mud, 
no noise.”

On the general ambiance of
the fair, Perry said, “This one
seems even more serious.
Establishment is the new
underground.”

The New York dealer
Jeffrey Deitch said, “There is
definitely less photography
and a return to painting and
to abstraction. But it’s not the
same abstraction as we saw
before, because that went

towards minimalism and
minimalism ran into a dead
end. This abstraction is more
poetic.”

The Cologne-Paris-St
Moritz dealer Karsten Greve
says this year’s work was
more fashionable and trendy:
“The stands seem more
confused than before, like
they’re just based on the
spirit of the day, not real
concepts.”
By Gareth Harris, Marc
Spiegler, Georgina Adam,
Nadim Samman, Lucian
Harris and Cristina Ruiz

LONDON. This year the
alternative hotel fair -scope
has lurched upmarket with its
new venue, the Philippe
Starck designed St Martin’s
Lane Hotel in the West End.

Visitors enter the hotel
through a mock-cushioned
entrance hall created by the
US artist Mark Dean Vecca,
who has taken his cue from
the playful Starck design that
pairs garden gnomes with
mock-baroque bergères or
molar-tooth side tables.

The 40 -scope dealers are
all installed in the first floor
bedrooms in super-modern
white cubes, many with their
own little gardens. The mix is
much more European than in

the past with just 15
American exhibitors and a
particularly strong showing of
French galleries, partly
because a -scope fair planned
to coincide with the French
contemporary art fair FIAC
earlier this month did not
take place. Hailing from
further afield are Gallery 55
from Shanghai and Light
Contemporary from
Colombia.

While hotel fairs do not
always get the greatest press
(“mattresses propped in the
baths” sniffs one visitor),
many collectors do zip in to
these events, seeing them as
seedbeds for young
unknowns. They sometimes

snaffle entire stands (sorry,
room-fulls) at entry-level
prices, from just a few
hundred pounds to a few
thousand. 

This year, three-quarters of
the galleries are new, says
organiser Michael Sellinger.
Among the work on show are
paintings by Dianne
Kaufmann at Ashley Gallery
(room 130) and Christopher
Cutts (room 134) who is
showing small, Old-Masterish
paintings by Drew Simpson
(from £800). G.A.

-scopeLondon is at the St
Martin’s Lane Hotel, 45 St
Martin’s Lane, London WC2N
4HX, 21 - 24 October,
12–6pm. www.scope-art.com

Trawling for the young unknowns
European galleries dominate -scope
fair in St Martin’s Lane 

LONDON. It has now become
an admirable Frieze tradition
that, even before Thursday’s
professional preview from
2pm, a group of specially
appointed curators from Tate
and overseas institutions are
given the run of the fair first
thing to do some serious
shopping on Tate’s behalf. 

This is made possible by
the Frieze Fair Acquisitions
Fund. Since it was founded at
the inaugural Frieze Fair two
years ago, this special fund—
raised by London members of
the organisation Outset
Contemporary Art—has
generated significant sums to
be spent on works which are
then donated to Tate’s
collection. This year Outset
raised £150,000, most of
which was put at the disposal
of invited curators Paul
Schimmel, Chief Curator at
the Museum of
Contemporary Art, Los
Angeles, and Suzanne Pagé,
Director of Musée d’Art
Moderne Paris. They were
joined by Tate Collections
Director Jan Debbaut and
Tate curators Anne Gallagher
and Jessica Morgan. All of
them were in the fair scouring
the stands at 8.30am
yesterday.

“Our only strategy was to
choose works that we found
really convincing” said
Suzanne Pagé, adding that
she and Paul Schimmel had
also had close conversations
with Tate curators about the
current state of Tate’s
collection. “We went in with
no consensus about media
and we looked at everything”
agreed Ms Morgan. “It was
really about finding the best
works and the works that are
most relevant now.” 

The pieces purchased
range from works by rising
young video artists Anri Sala
and Daria Martin on show at
Frieze newcomers Hotel, to
1000 Cards in a cabinet by
veteran British conceptual
artist Stanley Brouwn. The
Tate also now owns a large
sculptural installation by
Californian Matthew
Monahan as well as a work by
Brazilian artist Alexandre da
Cunha (see right).

“We are interested in
reinvigorating the idea of
‘emerging artists’ by
introducing artists who are
still emerging in Britain
despite the fact that they may
now be in their sixties” said
Ms Morgan, and Ms Pagé.

“They are all young—it is the
work that is important. I don’t
want to know if Stanley
Brouwn is 30 or 60.” 

Significantly there are no
paintings amongst the 14
works acquired, but the
selectors all insist this was
not deliberate. All agree,
however that, with Tate’s
annual government funding
for its acquisitions frozen
since 1982, and therefore

worth a 20th of its original
value, the Frieze Fund
provides an essential
injection of new blood into its
holdings. “Having this
relatively massive amount of
money to spend in one go
gives us a huge jump ahead”
enthuses Ms Morgan, who
admits that “each one of
these acquisitions would
normally be a struggle for
us.” Louisa Buck

Outside curators buy
for Tate at Frieze Video,
installations, and photos
but no paintings

Bought for Tate

Stanley Brouwn, 1000 mm,
1996, sculptural object made
of 1000 cards in a cabinet,
(Yvon Lambert, Paris), below

Anri Sala, Now I see, 2004
35mm colour and sound film
(Galerie Chantal Crousel,
Paris)

Daria Martin, Close Up
Gallery, 2004, 16mm film,
(Hotel, London)

Alexandre da Cunha, Calow
Brothers (fan), 2004, mixed
media; Skateboarderistism-
atronics (fan), 2004, mixed
media (Galeria Luisa Strina, 
São Paulo)

Matthew Monahan, Untitled,

2005, mixed media (Anton
Kern Gallery, New York)

David Lamelas, Time
performance, performance
piece; Time, photograph
(Jan Mot, Belgium)

Deimantas Narkevicius, 
The role of a lifetime, 2003,
film video betacam sp
transferred to DVD 
(Jan Mot, Belgium)

Zoe Leonard, five silver
prints, (D'Amelios Terras,
New York), below Carnivores

Artist David Lamelas enacting his Time performance with Anne
Gallagher and Jan Debbaut from Tate and Outset co-founders Yana
Peel and Candida Gertler
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London dealers Tim Jeffries and Jay Jopling with Elle Macpherson




